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Dear customers,

You are kindly invited to come to visit us at our Booth 2F12 Hall 2, during the K 2013 exhibition in Duesseldorf from 16th to 23th October ,
where we will present the following new products:

NEW FN NOZZLE FAMILY

- New bi-metallic tip
- Increased sealing area
- Improved thermal profile
- Fast maintenance

Read more

NEW SCREW-IN NOZZLE

- New compact shut off group
- Suitable for large parts moulding
- Length up to 696 mm
- Pin adjustment without disassembling

Read more

NEW SINGLE VALVE GATE

- Four flow channels
- Perfect balancing
- New generation of pin guide
- Wider sealing area

Read more

ELECTRICAL SHUT-OFF DRIVE SYSTEM

- Independent adjustment in each cavity
- No lubrication is needed in any element
- Minimum pitch of nozzles and shut off pins

Read more

TH-M6 EVO HP CONTROL UNIT UP TO 48&240 ZONES

- 16 A for each zone (3500 W)
- Synchronous increase of temperatures
- New smaller boards (max. 6.3 A for each zone) for heating the nozzles ...

Control unit up to 240    Control unit up to 48

LIVE VIEW AT ARBURG BOOTH A13/1-2

- 48 cavities hot half with pneumatic valve gates
- moulding tea spoon, injection time 0.3"
- temperature controller THM6 EVO 84 zones

Read more



LIVE VIEW AT BOOTH ROMI

- F6/3 Ø 32 mm screwed in manifold, with pneumatic shut off valve
- IML
- product : bucket and handle
- injection time 0.48"

Read more

We look forward to meet you at K 2013 !

Best Regards
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